POSITION: Log Scaler/Forest technician
LOCATION: Chestertown, NY
RESPONSIBILITIES: Primary responsibilities will be approximately 75% time working in the
F&W operated Chestertown log yard and 25% time working as a forester/forestry technician for
F&W Forestry clients. Seasonally the percentage of time will vary depending on level of activity in
the log yard. In the log yard the responsibilities will be scaling and grading logs as they come into
the yard and operating equipment to sort them. Also, could be the operating of log loaders in
moving logs, unloading trucks, and loading trucks out. Other work would be as per the Yard
Manager as needed.
The time spent as a forester would consist of timber sale layout and marking, forest inventories,
boundary line marking and timber sale inspections. Much of this work would be on the 93,000acre Upper Hudson Woodlands property under the supervision of the Client Manager running the
timber sale program on the property.
REQUIREMENTS: We are seeking highly motivate individuals with the ability to work
independently, as well as in a team environment. A minimum two year degree is desired and
experience with log grading and scaling is preferred. Computer skills and other digital skills will be
necessary as well as the ability to operate or learn to operate yard equipment such as log loaders.
Good written and verbal communication skills are required.
ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS: Due to the forestry component of the job the ability to traverse
distancers over one mile on uneven terrain; work outdoors in both the yard or forested areas for
extended periods of time in a variety of environmental conditions; ability to sometimes carry 5 to
10 pounds of equipment over longer distances for extended periods of time. Must be able to
sometimes work independently during a work week and complete tasks in a timely manner. Must
have an insurable driving record and pass a background check and a drug test.
SALARY: Commensurate with experience and education.
DURATION OF POSITION OPENING: Until positions are filled.
CONTACT: Submit all resumes/cover letters via email to jobposting12@fwforestry.com

F & W Forestry Services, Inc.

